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governance, position statements and the international initiatives and standards we support.

and tracking your use of our website. You can choose to accept our use of all cookies, our use of functional, statistical and
marketing cookies or our use of necessary cookies only. Your consent covers the use of both cookies and the associated
processing of personal data. To get more information, click use of cookies and processing of personal data . To read more
about how to revoke your consent, click the cookie guidelines link at the bottom of our website.



Necessary cookies

Our strategic direction

Necessary cookies help make our website work by activating basic functions such as page navigation and access to

We are stepping up our commitment to make a positive impact in the societies we are part of. We have
secure areas on our website.

therefore set seven new speciﬁc targets to reﬂect our increased ambitions for societal impact and



sustainability.

Functional cookies

Functional cookies (or preference cookies) enable our website to remember your settings, and they affect the way
pages are shown.


Statistical cookies

Read more about our strategy and the way forward here

We use statistical cookies to track the behaviour of visitors to our website in an aggregated/anonymous form. This
allows us to measure and optimise website effectiveness.


Marketing cookies
Marketing cookies enable us to identify you (your unit) and to profile your behaviour so that we can provide relevant
content to you.
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